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Very short questions:
A Society can exist without State but not vice versa. Comment.
State Aristotle’s definition of a State.
Maternity was a fact but paternity could not be determined.
How? Which theory does it refer to?
If a police officer refuses to file FIR, what can the victim do?
A boy is sinking in the swimming pool of a resort. A man who
is beside the pool does not make any attempt to save this boy.
Will the man be criminally liable? If yes why; if no why not?
What are the different stages of a crime? When is the criminal
liability affixed?
How do Minimal States lead to economic growth?
Short answer questions:
How did Matriarchal theory result in creation of a State?
Arjun sees an expensive pen belonging to Ajitesh lying on a
desk in school. Greed crept into Arjun’s mind and he hid the
pen in the classroom cupboard after wrapping it in a piece of
paper. His intention was to take the pen home when the loss
was forgotten. Stating the provisions of Section 378 of IPC,
decide whether Arjun is guilty of theft or not?
How do the objectives of Criminal Law help in creating a better
society? Explain any three objectives.
Long answer questions:
Sumant stole money from a shop to buy some medicines to save
his sick grandfather. He was caught and put behind bars. His
motive was to save a dying man, so how can he be criminally
liable? What is the difference between intention and motive?
Palvinder Kaur was arrested for murder of her husband along
with their family friend Arvinder Singh. Her husband was a
hobbyist photographer and used to keep handy photo
developing material which was a quick poison. One day, her
husband was ill and she brought medicine. It was kept near the
developer and the husband swallowed it by mistake and died.
She was afraid and with the help of Arvinder Singh, she
dumped the body in the well. When she was in custody, she told
the whole story to one of the police constables and expressed
her grief over the matter.
Will the statement given by Palvinder a confession or an
admission? Give reasons for your answer.
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